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Abstract—In this paper, the problem of Quality-of-Service
(QoS) differentiation is studied in the context of Buffer-Aided
(BA) cooperative Free Space Optical (FSO) communication
systems. This is particularly true since the existing relevant
literature overlooked the possibility of preferential treatment of
data packets based on their delay requirements. Inspired by
this observation, this paper proposes to classify the data packets
emanating from the source node into either Delay Tolerant (DT)
packets or Non Delay Tolerant (NDT) ones and to service these
packets according to this classification at the relay node. Priority
queueing is first introduced in the relay’s buffer with a view to
improving the delay experienced by NDT packets. Class of service
mutation is then proposed as a starvation mitigation strategy to
better manage the interesting dynamics resulting from the coexistence of packets having different QoS requirements in the
same buffer. The various performance measures of interest for the
explored QoS-aware communication system are both evaluated
mathematically based on a Markov chain analysis and validated
through extensive simulations. An asymptotic analysis is also
carried out highlighting the dependence of the performance on
the system parameters in an intuitive manner.
Index Terms—Free space optics, relaying, buffer, priority
queuing, delay tolerance, asymptotic analysis, quality of service,
class-of-service mutation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today’s Internet is a melting pot for a plethora of applications having different Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements.
One critical QoS performance measure is the delay where
the delay requirements vary from one application to another
depending on the nature and the type of the considered
application [1]. For example, an application involving an
online virtual interactive environment is expected to have
more stringent delay expectations than a database backup
application or even a non-real time file transfer application.
In light of this discussion, this work, unlike previous studies,
proposes to broadly categorize the data packets travelling
through Buffer-aided (BA) cooperative Free Space Optical
(FSO) communication systems into Delay Tolerant (DT) and
Non Delay Tolerant (NDT) packets. More importantly, this
study explores different scheduling, departure, and priority
management procedures at the relay node for the purpose
of better catering to the diversified delay requirements of the
data packets traversing a BA cooperative FSO communication
system.
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The FSO communication technology holds the promise of
offloading the overly crowded Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum
by shifting data towards the optical spectrum [2]. Cooperative
techniques were extensively studied in the context of FSO
communication systems and took the form of incorporating a
number of relays between the source and destination nodes
so as to mitigate mainly the effect of the distance-dependent
atmospheric-induced fading [3]–[9]. In this way, cooperative
FSO communication allows the transmission of data packets
originating from a source node to a destination node over the
air through other communication nodes, designated as relays.
It is important to note that the cooperative communication
research landscape [3]–[9] has been traditionally predominated
by studies assuming buffer-free relay-assisted communication.
However, many later studies vouched for the great merit
associated with BA relaying. This explains the recent spike
of interest in BA relaying solutions in the context of RF
systems [12]–[16], hybrid FSO/RF systems [17]–[19] as well
as FSO systems [21]. The main idea behind BA relaying lies
in equipping relays with buffers (or data packet queues) with
the aim of storing information packets in these buffers until the
quality of the link connecting the relay to destination becomes
favourable for data packet transfer. This eventually has the
advantage of improving the overall throughput of the system
relative to the buffer-free case.
In [12]–[16], BA parallel relaying was studied in the context
of RF systems. The max-link protocol was introduced in [12]
where a time slot is devoted to either source (S) to relay
(R) transmission or relay to destination (D) transmission.
To enhance the system availability, communication under the
max-link protocol takes place along the link having the best
quality among all available S-R and R-D links. The maxlink protocol, which was initially designed around Decodeand-Forward (DF) cooperation [12], was then extended to
the case of Amplify-and-Forward (AF) cooperation in [13].
Improved versions of the max-link protocol were provided
in [14]–[16]. Specifically, the authors in [14] proposed to
improve the average packet delay by prioritizing the selection
of the R-D links, in a bid to ensure a faster draining of
the relays’ buffers. Further improvements were introduced to
the max-link protocol in [15], [16] by accounting for both
buffer state information (BSI) and delay state information
(DSI) in the relay selection procedure. In point of fact, the
initial version of the max-link protocol based relay selection
solely on channel state information (CSI). The work in [15]
proposed to supplement the CSI with BSI in relay selection by
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distinguishing between buffers that are full, empty, or neither
full nor empty. On top of CSI and BSI, the authors in [16]
considered also DSI by ensuring that packets exceeding a welldefined waiting time threshold are dropped from the relays’
buffers.
In [17]–[21], BA parallel relaying was considered in the
context of FSO and hybrid FSO/RF systems. Particularly, a
link allocation strategy was proposed in [17] for a multiuser
hybrid RF and mixed FSO/RF BA relay network. Therein,
multiple RF mobile users were assumed to transmit data
packets over a RF link to a DF relay, which in turn forwards
the received packets through a FSO link that is supported by
a RF backup system to the destination. The work in [17] was
then refined in [18], where an efficient mixed RF and hybrid
FSO/RF network that fully leverages the high transmission
rates of multiuser scenarios was presented. BA relay selection
was considered in [19] in the presence of both multiple relays
equipped with infinite size queues as well as hybrid FSO/RF
links. The authors of [20] proposed an adaptive transmission
scheme for improving the statistical delay-throughput tradeoff in the context of cooperative hybrid RF/FSO backhaul
networks. The transmission scheme was shown to enhance the
maximum supportable arrival rate of such networks. Finally,
the problem of BA relay selection for cooperative FSO systems
with multiple relays was investigated in [21] under the realistic
assumption of finite size relays’ buffers. The authors of
[21] proposed multiple relaying protocols whose respective
performance was contrasted and analyzed through a Markov
chain analysis.
The process of routing delay tolerant (DT) as well as nondelay tolerant (NDT) data messages received wide attention in
the context of different types of systems. For instance, the authors of [22] tackled the problem of scheduling the forwarding
of real-time and non-real time data packets at sensor nodes
with a view to reducing sensors energy consumptions and
end-to-end data transmission delays. Their simulation results
highlighted the ability of their so-called dynamic multilevel
priority packet scheduling schemes to both reduce the average
data waiting time and balance energy consumption. In [23],
the concept of prioritized multi-stream traffic is studied to
highlight the impact of prioritized uplink transmission on
the performance of Internet of Things devices. In the same
spirit, [24] surveys the different routing and data dissemination
techniques that can be used when forwarding messages in
delay tolerant networks. This study complements these and
the many other existing studies by considering the problem
of routing DT and NDT packets while accounting for the
particularities of cooperative FSO communications.
To the authors’ best knowledge, none of the surveyed studies
revolving around BA cooperative communication considered
the fundamental problem of QoS-aware data packet processing
at the relay node. Therefore, this paper proposes to render
BA cooperative FSO communication systems QoS-enabled
by employing a priority-aware scheduling discipline at the
relay node for the purpose of servicing the NDT and DT
packets joining the relay’s buffer in a way that is consistent
with their respective delay requirements. In fact, to date, it
has been assumed that the departure of data packets from

the relay’s buffer is scheduled according to the QoS-agnostic
First Come First Serve (FCFS) discipline. However, FCFS is
not well suited for dealing with prioritized data packets. This
paper proposes thus to equip the relay with a priority queue
that stores data packets according to their priorities while
supporting departure of packets in order of priority as well.
In this manner, NDT packets are stored in the relays’ buffers
in front of the DT packets to ensure an expedited clearance
of NDT packets as compared to the DT ones. This results in
reduced queueing delay values for NDT packets relative to the
DT ones.
In this paper, the performance of the proposed QoSaware system architecture is studied mathematically through
a Markov chain analysis that derives closed form expressions
for the delay as well as the packet loss experienced by the
NDT and DT packets for any buffer size L. Valuable insights
are also provided under the high Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR)
regime. In this case, asymptotic expressions are presented for
the delay and packet loss metrics. The asymptotic analysis
shows mainly that the performance of the system depends
strongly on whether the relay is closer to the destination or
closer to the source. Finally, this paper proposes the idea of
class of service mutation in an attempt to strike a proper
balance between the performance of NDT and DT packets.
The idea of class of service mutation is driven mainly by the
need to prevent NDT packets from severely penalizing the DT
packets under low to medium SNR regimes. Under class of
service mutation, an incoming DT packet is probabilistically
treated as an NDT packet and consequently, is given equal
status to an authentic NDT packet residing in the relay’s
buffer. This allows for a probabilistic improvement of the
performance of DT packets without drastically degrading the
performance of NDT packets. The main contributions of this
paper can be summarized as follows:

•

•

•

•

A novel priority-aware FSO BA relaying scheme with
QoS differentiation is proposed. Unlike previous studies
on BA cooperative FSO communication systems that considered First Come First Serve (FCFS) queues at the relay
node without regard to quality of service differentiation,
the present study demonstrates the ability of priority
queueing at the relay node to ensure a preferential treatment of data packets based on their delay requirements.
This paper introduces the novel concept of packet mutation whereby the delay of DT packets can be improved
without incurring a violation of the delay requirements
associated with the NDT packets.
A Markov chain framework is developed with a view to
accurately derive the packet loss and average packet delay
for the considered BA cooperative FSO communication
system. An asymptotic analysis is also provided for the
sake of offering clear and intuitive insights on the system
performance for high SNR.
Lastly, an in-house discrete event simulator is used to
validate the accuracy of the results emanating from our
analytical Markov chain framework.
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Fig. 1. System model of a BA FSO communication system with QoS differentiation.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider the case of a source (S) communicating with a
destination (D) through a relay (R) equipped with a buffer of
finite size denoted by L, as depicted in Fig. 1. Decode-andForward (DF) relaying is assumed where the packet received
at R is decoded, stored, then retransmitted when the channel
conditions along the R-D link are favorable.
The particularities of FSO transmissions render the relaying
problem different from that considered in radio-frequency (RF)
systems. (i): Unlike RF antennas that can be used for both
transmission and reception, FSO nodes must be equipped with
lasers for transmission and with photo-detectors for reception
as shown in Fig. 1. These distinct components can be controlled independently, thus, offering additional degrees of freedom in the system design compared to RF communications. In
particular, FSO nodes operate naturally in the full-duplex (FD)
mode where simultaneous reception and transmission can take
place at the photo-detector and laser placed at R, respectively.
(ii): The different FSO links do not interfere with each other
owing to the high directivity of the laser light beams. As such,
multiple transmissions can take place simultaneously from S
and R without interference. (iii): Unlike the broadcast nature
of RF transmissions where the signal transmitted from a node
can be overheard by all neighboring nodes, FSO links are LOS
implying that a signal transmitted to a certain node cannot be
detected by other nodes in the network. For example, in Fig.
1, the optical signal transmitted from S to R cannot reach
D. The full-duplexity feature (in the absence of interference)
has a direct impact on the queue dynamics where a packet
can exit the buffer while another packet can concurrently
enter this buffer. This radically affects the Markov chain
analysis as well as the packet loss and delay derivations
presented in this paper. It is worth noting that RF systems
can operate in the FD mode where two antennas are deployed
at the relay (one for reception and the other for transmission).
However, this requires the implementation of involved selfloop-interference cancelation strategies unlike the case of FSO
systems where the FD operation is spontaneous. Finally, the
analysis presented in this paper can be readily applied to the
case of RF FD communications under the assumptions of no
self-loop-interference and absence of a direct link between S
and D.
We assume that a packet is generated at S every time slot.
With probability pN DT , the packet is a high priority NDT
packet that needs to be delivered to D with the least possible
delay. With probability pDT = 1 − pN DT , the generated
packet is DT with a lower priority relative to NDT packets. To

minimize the queuing delays experienced by the NDT packets,
these packets are stored in the relay’s queue according to a
head of the line priority discipline. This means that the NDT
packets queue up at R in front of all of the DT packets that
can start exiting the queue only when all the preceding NDT
packets are transmitted to D. Given that the queue has a finite
capacity, packet loss may be experienced at R where some
packets might be dropped from the rear end of the queue.
In this context, the NDT packets will also be given a higher
priority in accessing the queue where a DT packet can be
dropped from the rear end of a full queue to make room for
an incoming higher priority NDT packet.
A Markov chain analysis will be adopted for studying the
BA system [12]. A state of the Markov chain is represented by
the numbers of NDT and DT packets present in the buffer. The
state will be denoted by l , (lDT , lN DT ) where lDT and lN DT
stand for the numbers of DT and NDT packets, respectively,
with 0 ≤ ltot , lDT + lN DT ≤ L resulting in (L+1)(L+2)
2
possible states. Defining the set L as L , {(l1 , l2 ) | l1 ≥
0 , l2 ≥ 0 , 0 ≤ l1 +l2 ≤ L}, the evolution between the states
will be described by the transition probabilities {tl,l′ }(l,l′ )∈L2
where tl,l′ stands for the probability of moving from state l
to state l′ .
The communications between the nodes will be established
through intensity-modulated with direct-detection (IM/DD)
FSO links where the transmitted symbols are carved from a
binary On-Off-Keying (OOK) signal set. We consider the case
of background noise limited receivers where the shot noise
caused by background radiation is dominant with respect to the
other noise components [3]. This results in an IM/DD system
corrupted by a signal-independent additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) whose variance will be denoted by N0 . We will
also adopt the widely approved gamma-gamma turbulenceinduced fading model for capturing the scintillation along the
FSO links. An FSO link will be in outage if the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) falls below a threshold level γth that ensures the
signal decodability. For gamma-gamma fading with AWGN
noise, the outage probability of a link of length d can be
calculated from [8]:
Pout (d, PM ) =


α(d)β(d)
1
1
2,1
G
, (1)
Γ(α(d))Γ(β(d)) 1,3 G(d)[PM /Nlink ] α(d), β(d), 0
where Gm,n
p,q [.] is the Meijer G-function and Γ(.) is the gamma
2
function. G(d) = ddSD e−σ(d−dSD ) is the gain that arises
when the links are shorter that the S-D link of length dSD ,
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- R then processes an incoming packet received from S
(if any). If the buffer is not full (after the transmission
attempt), any incoming packet can be stored in the buffer,
where a NDT (resp. DT) packet is stored behind all
of the already present NDT (resp. DT) packets. If the
buffer is full and a DT packet is received at R, then this
low priority packet will be dropped. If a NDT packet
is received, R drops any DT packet already stored in the
queue (if any) in order to accommodate the incoming high
priority NDT packet. If all of the already stored packets
are of the NDT type, then the received NDT packet will
be dropped.
Based on the above proposed relay buffering strategy, the NDT
packets are given preference whether in exiting or in entering
the buffer at R, thus reducing their corresponding queuing
delays and packet losses. NDT and DT packets arrive at R
with the following probabilities:

Fig. 2. Flow chart of the priority-aware BA relaying protocol.

where σ is the attenuation coefficient [3]. The parameters of
the gamma-gamma distribution are given by:
h


i−1
12/5
2
α(d) = exp 0.49σR
(d)/(1 + 1.11σR (d))7/6 − 1
,
h



12/5

2
β(d) = exp 0.51σR
(d)/(1 + 0.69σR

(d))5/6



(2)
i−1
−1
,
(3)

where the distance-dependent Rytov variance is given by
2
σR
(d) = 1.23Cn2 k 7/6 d11/6 with k and Cn2 denoting the wave
number and refractive index structure parameter, respectively.
In (1), PM stands for the optical power margin that is
normalized by Nlink , which stands for the total number of
links. For a single-relay system, Nlink is equal to 2, following
from evenly splitting the optical power along the S-R and R-D
links in the absence of channel state information. The
q power
b
,
margin is related to the threshold SNR by PM = η NE
0 γth
where η is the optical-to-electrical conversion ratio and Eb is
the signal energy per bit.
Following from (1), the outage probabilities along the S-R
and R-D links will be denoted by:
p = Pout (dSR , PM ) ; q = Pout (dRD , PM ),

(4)

where dSR and dRD stand for the lengths of the S-R and R-D
links, respectively.
III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
A. BA Priority Relaying
A flow chart of the priority-aware relaying protocol is shown
in Fig. 2. (i): If the buffer is empty, no packets can be
transmitted from R. In this case, any incoming NDT or DT
packet can enter the buffer. (ii): If the buffer is not empty, the
sequence of actions taken by R is as follows:
- At the beginning of each time slot, R attempts to send
a packet to D where a successful attempt takes place
with probability 1 − q. The transmitted packet is of the
NDT type if lN DT 6= 0 and of the DT type otherwise if
lDT 6= 0.

αN DT = (1 − p)pN DT ; αDT = (1 − p)pDT ,

(5)

where these packets can be detected at R only if the S-R link
is not in outage. With probability 1 − αN DT − αDT = p, no
packets arrive at R following from the outage of the S-R link.
B. Transition Probabilities and Steady-State Distribution
We will next evaluate the transition probabilities
{tl,l′ }(l,l′ )∈L2 . Following from the full-duplexity of FSO
communications where R can simultaneously transmit and
receive within the same time slot, the transition probabilities
can be written under the following general form in case the
buffer is not empty (so that a packet can be transmitted):
(0)

(1)

tl,l′ = qtl,l′ + (1 − q)tl,l′ ; l 6= (0, 0),
(0)

(1)

(6)

where tl,l′ (resp. tl,l′ ) stands for the conditional transition
probability when the R-D link is (resp. is not) in outage. In (6),
(1)
the probability (1 − q)tl,l′ accounts for the event where the
FD relay concurrently transmits and receives. For example,
(1)
(1)
tl,l′ = αN DT (resp. tl,l′ = αDT ) implies that a packet
was transmitted from R and a NDT (resp. DT) packet was
successfully received at R.
The state l′ can be written as l′ = l + (δ1 , δ2 ). and the
following cases arise.
Case 1: l = (0, 0). In this case, the buffer is empty and
no packets can be transmitted from R to D. This results in
t(0,0),(0,0) = 1 − αN DT − αDT , t(0,0),(0,1) = αN DT and
t(0,0),(1,0) = αDT depending on whether no packet, a NDT
packet or a DT packet is received at R.
Case 2: l = (0, L), where the buffer is full with NDT
packets. In this case, if the R-D link is in outage (with
probability q), the buffer remains full and no incoming packets
can be accommodated at R since all packets in the buffer have
the highest priority. Otherwise, a NDT packet exits the queue
at the beginning of the time slot resulting in the following
possibilities. (i): If a NDT packet arrives (with probability
αN DT ), (δ1 , δ2 ) = (0, 0) since one NDT packet is transmitted
to D while another NDT packet is received from S. (ii): If a
DT packet arrives (with probability αDT ), (δ1 , δ2 ) = (1, −1)
since one NDT packet is transmitted to D while a DT packet
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is received from S. (iii): Finally, if no packets arrive at R (with
probability 1 − αN DT − αDT ), (δ1 , δ2 ) = (0, −1). Therefore,
t(0,L),(0,L) = q + (1 − q)αN DT , t(0,L),(1,L−1) = (1 − q)αDT
and t(0,L),(0,L−1) = (1 − q)(1 − αN DT − αDT ).
Case 3: l = (L, 0), where the buffer is full with DT
packets. In this case, the following transitions are possible.
(i): t(L,0),(L,0) = q(1 − αN DT ) + (1 − q)αDT , where the
occupancy of the buffer remains the same either if the R-D
link is in outage and no NDT packet arrives at R (otherwise
this packet will take the place of a low priority DT packet in
the queue) or if this link is not in outage and a DT packet
arrives. In the last case, a DT packet is transmitted while
another one is received which is possible since R is fullduplex. (ii): t(L,0),(L−1,0) = (1 − q)(1 − αN DT − αDT ), where
a DT packet is transmitted while no packet is received. (iii):
t(L,0),(L−1,1) = (1 − q)αN DT + qαN DT = αN DT since with
probability (1 − q)αN DT a DT packet will be transmitted
and a NDT packet will be received, while with probability
qαN DT no packet is transmitted implying that the incoming
NDT packet will take the place of a DT packet.
Case 4: l = (lDT , lN DT ) with lN DT 6= 0 and lDT +lN DT 6=
L. The possible values of (δ1 , δ2 ) are as follows. (i): (δ1 , δ2 ) =
(0, 0) with probability q(1 − αN DT − αDT ) + (1 − q)αN DT ,
where either no packet is transmitted and no packet is received
or a NDT packet is transmitted and another one is received.
(ii): (δ1 , δ2 ) = (0, 1) (resp. (δ1 , δ2 ) = (1, 0)) with probability
qαN DT (resp. qαDT ), where no packet is transmitted and a
NDT (resp. DT) packet is received. (iii): (δ1 , δ2 ) = (0, −1)
with probability (1 − q)(1 − αN DT − αDT ), where a NDT
packet is transmitted and no packet is received. (iv): (δ1 , δ2 ) =
(1, −1) with probability (1 − q)αDT , where a NDT packet is
transmitted and a DT packet is concurrently received within
the same time slot.
Case 5: l = (lDT , 0) with lDT 6= 0 and lDT 6= L. Similar to
case 4, the possible transitions and their corresponding probabilities are given by tl,l = q(1 − αN DT − αDT ) + (1 − q)αDT ,
tl,l+(0,1) = qαN DT , tl,l+(1,0) = qαDT , tl,l+(−1,0) = (1 −
q)(1 − αN DT − αDT ) and tl,l+(−1,1) = (1 − q)αN DT .
Case 6: l = (lDT , lN DT ) with lDT 6= 0, lN DT 6= 0 and
lDT + lN DT = L. In this case, the packet to be transmitted is
NDT while an incoming NDT packet will replace a DT packet
in the queue. The scenarios that might arise are as follows. (i):
(δ1 , δ2 ) = (0, 0) with probability (1−q)αN DT +q(1−αN DT ),
where when no packet can be transmitted (with probability
q), no NDT packet must arrive to keep the occupancy of the
buffer unchanged since this packet will take the place of a
DT packet in the queue. (ii): Similar to the previous cases
(δ1 , δ2 ) = (0, −1) and (δ1 , δ2 ) = (1, −1) with probabilities
(1 − q)(1 − αN DT − αDT ) and (1 − q)αDT , respectively. (iii):
(δ1 , δ2 ) = (−1, 1) with probability qαN DT , where, for a full
queue, a DT packet needs to be dropped to accomodate an
incoming higher priority NDT packet.
Putting the probabilities {tl,l′ }(l,l′ )∈L2 together to form the
state transition matrix T results in the following expression
for the steady-state probability vector [12]:
π = (T − I + B)

−1

b,

(7)

,I
where, denoting the number of states by Ls , (L+1)(L+2)
2
is the Ls × Ls identity matrix, B is the Ls × Ls matrix whose
elements are all equal to 1 and b is the Ls × 1 vector whose
elements are all equal to 1. The components of the Ls × 1
vector π will be numbered as πlDT ,lN DT , which stands for the
probability of having lDT DT packets and lN DT NDT packets
in the buffer at steady-state for (lDT , lN DT ) ∈ L.
A simple closed-form evaluation of the stationary distribution in (7) for an arbitrary value of L seems to be out of
reach. An adequate remedy to this limitation resides in eval(N DT ) L
uating the steady-state marginal distributions {πl
}l=0
(tot)
and {πl }L
for
the
number
of
NDT
packets
and
the
total
l=0
number of packets, respectively. This approach not only offers
more insights into the achievable performance levels, but is
also sufficient for evaluating the packet-loss and packet-delay
in exact closed-forms as will be highlighted in the subsequent
section.
(N DT ) L
The evaluation of {πl
}l=0 is possible since the NDT
traffic is not affected by the DT traffic. In fact, the arrival
of a DT packet will not affect the number of NDT packets
present in the queue since the DT packets are queued behind
the NDT packets (if empty buffering positions are available).
Similarly, a DT packet can not be transmitted to D unless
all NDT packets have been transmitted from the queue. On
the other hand, observing the total number of packets without
any distinction between their types is equivalent to analyzing
a queue where packets arrive with probability 1 − p and
leave with probability 1 − q which directly leads to the
(tot)
evaluation of {πl }L
l=0 in a straightforward manner. It is
worth highlighting that this approach does not hold for the
DT packets since the arrival and departure of these packets is
highly influenced by the number of NDT packets present in
the queue. Moreover, even the arrival of a single NDT packet
will have its impact on the number of DT packets in the queue.
Proposition 1: Defining the probabilities {pl (λ)}L
l=0 as:

i
h
−1
L+1

qλ
− (1 − q)
p0 (λ) = q 1−r
1−r
; r,
,
 pl (λ) = 1 rl p0 (λ) , l = 1, . . . , L
(1 − q)(1 − λ)
q

(8)

then:

(N DT )

πl

(tot)

= pl (αN DT ) ; πl

= pl (1 − p) for l = 0, . . . , L.
(9)
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A.

C. Packet Loss (PL) and Average Packet Delay (APD)
First, we evaluate the Packet Loss (PL) and Average Packet
Delay (APD) for the NDT packets. NDT packet loss can
be experienced either at S or at R. At S, a NDT packet
generated with probability pN DT will not reach R if the S-R
link is in outage with probability p. On the other hand, with
probability αN DT , the NDT packet will arrive at R. Now,
if the buffer is not full or if it was full and a packet was
successfully transmitted from the buffer at the beginning of the
time slot, then the arriving NDT packet can be accommodated
into the buffer. Similarly, if the buffer remains full (after the
transmission attempt at the beginning of the time slot) and
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there exists at least one DT packet in the queue, then the
arriving NDT packet can be stored in the queue where it
replaces an existing DT packet. Particularly, the DT packet
at the rear end of the relay’s buffer is pushed out of the queue
to make room for the incoming NDT packet, which is inserted
behind all of the NDT packets (if any) already present in the
buffer. Therefore, if a NDT packet arrives at R, it will be
lost only if the buffer is completely filled with NDT packets
and the R-D link is in outage resulting in an unsuccessful
clearance of one of the NDT packets already present in the
buffer. Consequently, the NDT PL can be evaluated as follows:
(N DT )

(N DT )

q,
(10)
(N DT )
since lN DT = L implies that lDT = 0
where π0,L = πL
(N DT )
with no uncertainty. Replacing πL
by its value from (8)(9) results in an exact closed-form evaluation of (10).
Following from Little’ law [25], the APD of the NDT
packets can be calculated from:
Ploss

= pN DT p+αN DT π0,L q = pN DT p+αN DT πL

D(N DT ) =

L̄N DT
+ 1,
ηN DT

(11)

where L̄N DT stands for the average number of NDT packets
in the queue while ηN DT stands for the output throughput
of NDT packets at R. The first term in (11) results from the
queuing delay at R since several attempts might be needed to
successfully transmit a packet along the R-D link while the
addition of a value of 1 results from the deterministic delay of
one time slot required for delivering the packet from S to R.
Following from (8)-(9) and after straightforward calculations,
PL
(N DT )
the average length L̄N DT = l=0 lπl
can be determined
as follows:


LrL+2 − (L + 1)rL+1 + r
L̄N DT = L+2
r
− rL+1 − (1 − q)r2 + (1 − 2q)r + q
qαN DT
; r=
. (12)
(1 − q)(1 − αN DT )
The throughput ηN DT can be determined from the following
expression:


(N DT )
q ,
ηN DT = αN DT (1 − π0,L q) = αN DT 1 − πL
(13)
(N DT )
from (8)-(9) can be replaced in
where the value of πL
(13). Equation (13) follows since a NDT packet arriving at R
(with probability αN DT ) can enter the buffer as long as the
buffer is not filled with NDT packets or at least one packet
exited at the beginning of the time slot.
Three events can trigger the loss of DT packets. (i): The
outage of the S-R link implying that a DT packet generated at
S (with probability 1−pN DT ) can not reach R. (ii): The arrival
of a DT packet at a buffer that is full with the R-D link being
(tot)
in outage. The corresponding probability is αDT πL q where
the specific numbers of NDT and DT packets in the buffer are
not important since the arriving packet has a low priority. (iii):
The third source of DT packet loss corresponds to the event
of dropping a low priority DT packet from a full queue so
that a high priority incoming NDT packet can be inserted into
(tot)
the buffer. The corresponding probability is αN DT (πL −

(N DT )

(tot)

(N DT )

is the probability of having
)q, where πL − πL
πL
a full buffer with at least one DT packet. As a conclusion, DT
packets are lost with the following probability:
(DT )

Ploss

= (1 − pN DT )p
(tot)

+ αDT πL

(tot)

q + αN DT (πL

(N DT )

− πL

)q.

(14)

Since ltot = lDT +lN DT , then L̄tot = L̄DT + L̄N DT , where
L̄tot stands for the average number of packets present in the
queue (regardless of their type). Following from the similarity
of the distributions of lN DT and ltot from (8)-(9), L̄tot can be
determined from (12) for the value of r given by r = q(1−p)
(1−q)p .
Therefore, the average number of DT packets in the queue can
be determined from:
#
"
Lr1L+2 − (L + 1)r1L+1 + r1
−
L̄DT = L+2
r1 − r1L+1 − (1 − q)r12 + (1 − 2q)r1 + q
"
#
Lr2L+2 − (L + 1)r2L+1 + r2
, (15)
r2L+2 − r2L+1 − (1 − q)r22 + (1 − 2q)r2 + q
qαN DT
where r1 = q(1−p)
(1−q)p and r2 = (1−q)(1−αN DT ) .
The output throughput of the DT packets can be determined
from:
(tot)

ηDT = αDT − αDT πL

(tot)

q − αN DT (πL

(N DT )

− πL

)q, (16)

where the last two terms capture the reduction in the effective
arrival rate that results from dropping the DT packets due to
either: a) the relay’s buffer being full or b) the arrival of a
NDT packet at a full relay’s buffer having at least one DT
packet.
Next, we evaluate the APD for the DT packets, which we
denote by D(DT ) . The preemptive nature of the considered
finite capacity queueing system at R renders the analysis
of D(DT ) more involved as compared to that pertaining to
NDT packets. Hence, we provide in Appendix B a detailed
derivation of D(DT ) , whose closed-form expression is found
to be given by:
D(DT ) = 1 +

1
(tot)

1 − qπL

×

i
h
(tot)
(tot)
L
L
((q−1)δ(i−1) + 1)πi−1 + (1−q)πi
X
X
i=1

ai0

aj0 sij ,

j=1

(17)

where ai0 and sij are defined in (38) and (39) provided in
Appendix B. Moreover, δ(i − 1) is the function that is equal
to 0 if i = 1 and to 1 otherwise.
D. Asymptotic Analysis
In this section, we carry out an asymptotic analysis that
holds for PM ≫ 1..
Proposition 2: The steady-state distribution in (7) tends
asymptotically to:

(π1,0 , π0,1 ) → (1 − pN DT , pN DT ),
p > q;
(πL,0 , πL−1,1 ) → (1 − pN DT , pN DT ), p < q.
;

πlDT ,lN DT → 0 otherwise. (18)
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Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix C.
Equation (18) shows that the system performance depends
on whether R is closer to D or closer to S. Even though the
outage probability of buffer-free relaying systems is minimized
for p = q (i.e. dSR = dRD for symmetric scintillation
along the two hops), other asymmetric relay placements (i.e.
dSR > dRD and dSR < dRD ) need to be considered for
the following reasons. In fact, relays correspond to either
dedicated or undedicated nodes. Dedicated relays are deployed
by the system engineers with the sole objective of relaying
information from one node (S) to another node (D). On the
other hand, undedicated relays correspond to the transceivers
of neighboring users that are not deployed for the sake
of assisting S in its communication with D, but they are
independent entities that have their own data to communicate.
Since these relays are in the geographical vicinity of S and
D, then they can assist the communication between S and D
if they have no data to communicate. While the positions of
the dedicated relays can be optimized, exploiting neighboring
users as relays constitutes a cost effective solution that uses
the existing network infrastructure. Even though the placement of dedicated relays can be controlled, yet the relation
dSR = dRD might be hard to achieve because of the presence
of obstacles (that hinder the LOS FSO communications) or
because the equidistant point might not be geographically
feasible (it occurs in a river or road, for example). Moreover,
since adjacent users can be located at arbitrary positions, then
dSR > dRD or dSR < dRD if the user cooperation strategy is
to be implemented with the existing infrastructure. It is also
important to highlight that the theoretical condition dSR = dRD
is almost impossible to realize in realistic networks. In fact,
these distances are in the order of few kilometers and shifting
the relay’s location by a few meters while deploying the
network will favor lower outages along one of the two hops
compared to the other hop.
1) p > q (i.e. dSR > dRD ): Equation (18) shows that
(tot)
(N DT )
→ 0 and πL → 0. Replacing these values in (10)
πL
and (14) results in:
(N DT )

Ploss

(DT )
Ploss

→ pN DT p = pN DT max{p, q},

→ (1 − pN DT )p = (1 − pN DT ) max{p, q}.
(N DT )

(19)

(tot)

→ 0 in (13)
→ 0 and πL
Similarly, replacing πL
and (16) results in ηN DT → αN DT = (1 − p)pN DT → pN DT
and ηDT → αDT = (1 − p)(1 − pN DT ) → 1 − pN DT . Finally,
(N DT )
(N DT )
→ pN DT , while
→ 1−pN DT and π1
from (18), π0
(tot)
→ 1. This results in L̄N DT → pN DT and L̄tot → 1
π1
implying that L̄DT → 1 − pN DT from (15). Consequently,
the delays in (11) and (17) tend to the following asymptotic
values, clearly highlighting the applicability of Little’s law to
the calculation of the APD of DT packets in this case:
D(N DT ) → 2 ; D(DT ) → 2.

(20)

2) p < q (i.e. dSR < dRD ): Equation (18) shows that
(tot)
(N DT )
→ 0 and πL → 1. Replacing these values in (10)
πL

and (14) results in:
(N DT )

Ploss

(DT )
Ploss

→ pN DT p = pN DT min{p, q},

→ (1 − pN DT )p + (1 − p)q → q = max{p, q}, (21)

while the replacement in (13) and (16) shows that ηN DT →
αN DT = (1 − p)pN DT → pN DT , while ηDT → (1 − p)(1 −
pN DT − q) → 1 − pN DT . From (18), L̄N DT → pN DT and
L̄tot → L implying that L̄DT → L − pN DT from (15).
Therefore, the asymptotic delays can be obtained from (11)
and (17) as follows, demonstrating again the applicability of
Little’s law to the calculation of the APD of DT packets for
high SNR regimes:
D(N DT ) → 2,
D(DT ) →

L − pN DT
(L − 1)
+ 1.
+1+1→
(1 − (1 − p)pN DT )
1 − pN DT
(22)

For dSR > dRD , from (18), the buffer contains only one
packet at steady-state where this packet is a NDT (resp. DT)
packet with probability pN DT (resp. 1 − pN DT ). Regardless
of its type, this packet will eventually leave the buffer with
a high probability during the transmission attempt from R
at the beginning of the next time slot since R is closer to
D. Therefore, both types of packets will be delivered to D
with the same asymptotic delay as predicted from (20) since
the DT traffic is not penalized by the presence of the NDT
packets. Moreover, since the buffer is never full at steady-state
(tot)
(πL
→ 0), then the probability of dropping an incoming
packet (whether DT or NDT) is negligible implying that the
packet loss is dominated by the outage of the S-R link when
the packet cannot reach the buffer. This is demonstrated by
(DT )
(N DT )
and Ploss are proportional to p. As
(19) where both Ploss
a conclusion, when dSR > dRD , comparable levels of service
are guaranteed for both types of traffic since the buffer is
not congested in this case. When dSR < dRD , the arrival
rate at R exceeds the departure rate resulting in a buffer that
(tot)
is full all the time (πL
→ 1). Moreover, from (18), the
buffer is congested with DT packets where L − 1 and L DT
packets are stored in the buffer with probabilities pN DT and
1 − pN DT , respectively. This substantial queuing of the DT
packets increases the asymptotic delay of this type of packets
where D(DT ) increases with the buffer size as predicted from
(22) while the presence of at most one NDT packet at the head
of the queue justifies D(N DT ) = 2 independently from the
buffer size. If no packet is capable of exiting the full queue
at the beginning of the next time slot (with probability q),
then the arrival of a packet at R will incur the drop of a DT
(DT )
packet justifying the fact that Ploss is proportional to q in
(21). On the other hand, if a NDT packet reaches R (with
probability 1 − p), then the probability of dropping this packet
is almost zero asymptotically since the number of stored NDT
(N DT )
is
packets is much smaller than L implying that Ploss
proportional to p as demonstrated in (21). As a conclusion,
when dSR < dRD , the level of QoS differentiation is more
(N DT )
(DT )
pronounced (Ploss
< Ploss
and D(N DT ) < D(DT ) )
following from giving the NDT packets a higher priority in
the congested buffer.
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3) Conclusions and impact of relay placement: The following conclusions can be drawn from the performed asymptotic
analysis:
• Equations (20) and (22) show that the NDT packets can
be delivered with the smallest possible delay value of two
time slots regardless of the relay position. Therefore, by
prioritizing the NDT packets, the proposed scheme fulfills
the target of delivering the NDT packets to D with the
best possible APD value.
• The scenario dSR > dRD favors the reception of the
DT packets with the minimum APD value of two at
the expense of penalizing the NDT PL that scales as
max{p, q}.
• The scenario dSR < dRD favors the reception of the NDT
packets with a smaller PL that scales as min{p, q} at the
expense of increasing the DT APD above two.
• The asymptotic analysis reveals that there is no optimal
relay placement where different placements will result
in different levels of tradeoff between the performance
metrics of the NDT and DT traffics. Denote by region1 and region-2 the sets of points for which dSR > dRD
and dSR < dRD , respectively. While the asymptotic APD
remains constant over each region, decreasing dSR in
region-1 will concurrently reduce the PL’s of the NDT
and DT traffics while decreasing this distance in region(N DT )
2 will decrease Ploss
at the expense of increasing
(DT )
Ploss . As such, for dedicated relays, the vicinity of S
constitutes a feasible region for placing R if the upmost
priority is to be given to the NDT traffic at the expense
of severely penalizing the DT traffic. The vicinity of the
midpoint between S and D also constitutes a valid option
if the PL of the NDT traffic is to be compromised for
the sake of reducing the PL of the DT traffic. Finally, it
is not desirable to place R in the vicinity of D since this
will negatively impact the performance of both the NDT
and DT traffics.
E. Fairness between NDT and DT Traffics
The proposed BA relaying scheme gives full priority to
the NDT traffic while completely overlooking the incurred
consequences on the DT traffic. In this section, we introduce
the idea of packet mutation for the sake of achieving a certain
level of fairness between the DT and NDT packets. As with the
initially proposed relaying scheme (with no mutation), NDT
packets are still prioritized compared to the DT packets when
packet mutation is introduced. However, the level of priority
of the NDT (resp. DT) packets is decreased (resp. increased)
compared to the BA relaying scheme with no mutation. The
level of priority can be controlled by a mutation probability
β as will be explained later. In practice, mutation should
be introduced only when the delay experienced by the NDT
packets is found to be smaller than the maximum tolerable
delay needed for the proper delivery of these packets. In this
case, the parameter β can be adjusted so that the increased
value of the APD of the NDT packets is still below the
tolerable threshold implying that the delay requirements of
the NDT packets are still met. Therefore, the mutation-based

solution can be used to improve the average packet delay
experienced by the DT packets without violating the average
delay requirements pertaining to the NDT packets.
With packet mutation, a DT packet can be mutated into a
NDT packet with probability β thus increasing the priority
level of the DT packet by treating it as a NDT packet.
Following from this mutation, the packets can be classified
into three types at the source. (i): The authentic NDT packets,
denoted by NDTa , generated with probability pN DT . (ii): The
authentic DT packets, denoted by DTa , corresponding to the
DT packets that are not mutated. These packets are generated
with probability (1 − pN DT )(1 − β). (iii): The mutated DT
packets, denoted by DTm , that are generated with probability
(1 − pN DT )β. The queue at R will treat these packets as NDT
packets; however, their loss and delay must enter in the count
of the DT PL and APD.
Denoting the packet losses in (10) and (14) as
(N DT )
(DT )
Ploss
(pN DT ) and Ploss (pN DT ), respectively:
(
(N DT )
(pN DT + (1 − pN DT )β)
pN DTa + pDTm = Ploss
,
(DT )
pDTa = Ploss (pN DT + (1 − pN DT )β)
(23)
where pN DTa , pDTm and pDTa stand for the losses of the
packets that are of type NDTa , DTm and DTa , respectively.
Given that the authentic NDT traffic accounts for a ratio
pN DT
of the total NDT traffic, then the
of r , pN DT +(1−p
N DT )β
equations in (23) can be readily solved to yield the following
PL expressions in the presence of packet mutation:
(N DT )

(N DT )

Ploss,mut = pN DTa = rPloss
(DT )
Ploss,mut

(m)

(pN DT ),

(24)

= pDTm + pDTa
(N DT )

= (1 − r)Ploss

(m)

(DT )

(m)

(pN DT ) + Ploss (pN DT ), (25)

(m)

where pN DT , pN DT + (1 − pN DT )β stands for the probability of having a NDT packet when the packet mutation strategy
is applied.
On the other hand, denoting the input throughput in
(m)
(13) as ηN DT (pN DT ), then the input throughputs of the
(m)
NDTa and DTm packets are rηN DT (pN DT ) and (1 −
(m)
r)ηN DT (pN DT ), respectively. Similarly, the average queue
lengths of these types of packets can be determined from
(m)
(m)
rL̄N DT (pN DT ) and (1 − r)L̄N DT (pN DT ), respectively, following from (12). Moreover, denoting the throughput given in
(m)
(m)
(16) as ηDT (pN DT ), the throughput of DTa is ηDT (pN DT ).
(1−r)η

(m)

(p

)

N DT
N DT
So,
of the total DT packets
(m)
(m)
(1−r)ηN DT (pN DT )+ηDT (pN DT )
received at D are DTm ones that experience an average delay equivalent to NDT packets, while the remaining
(m)

ηDT (pN DT )

packets are DTa ones experienc(m)
ing a delay equivalent to DT packets.
In light of the above discussion, the APDs with mutation
can be determined from:
(m)

(1−r)ηN DT (pN DT )+ηDT (pN DT )

(N DT )

Dmut

(m)

= D(N DT ) (pN DT )
=

(m)
rL̄N DT (pN DT )
(m)
rηN DT (pN DT )

+ (1 −
+ (1 −

(26)
(m)
r)L̄N DT (pN DT )
(m)
r)ηN DT (pN DT )

+ 1,
(27)
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Fig. 3. Packet losses when R is closer to D. Solid lines correspond to
the theoretical results while the markers (with no lines) correspond to the
numerical results.

Fig. 4. Average packet delays when R is closer to D. Solid lines correspond
to the theoretical results while the markers (with no lines) correspond to the
numerical results.

and

advantages are the same for the NDT and DT packets where
the PL curves are practically parallel to each other at high
SNR. Similarly, the APDs tend asymptotically to the optimal
value of 2. While the scenario (d1 , d2 ) = (3.5, 2.5) results in
smaller PLs, the scenario (d1 , d2 ) = (4, 2) results in smaller
APDs. Results show that in the considered scenarios where
the buffer is not congested, the APDs of the NDT and DT
packets are comparable especially for (d1 , d2 ) = (4, 2).
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the PL and APD performance,
respectively, when R is closer to S where we consider the
two scenarios (d1 , d2 ) = (2, 4) and (d1 , d2 ) = (2.5, 3.5) for
a total link distance of 6 km. As before, the numerical and
theoretical curves overlap for the NDT PL, NDT APD, DT
PL, and DT APD. For high values of PM , the asymptotic APD
values are as predicted by (22). Results in Fig. 5 confirm the
findings in (21) where the NDT packets profit from a higher
diversity advantage compared to the DT packets as evidenced
by the slopes of the PL curves. In this scenario, the proposed
relaying scheme is clearly privileging the NDT traffic where
the performance gap is in the order of 18 dB at a PL of 10−3
for (d1 , d2 ) = (2, 4). Finally, the QoS differentiation is highly
dependent on the relay position. While the NDT traffic for
the scenario (d1 , d2 ) = (2, 4) experiences the minimum loss
and delay, this improvement is realized by compromising the
DT traffic that experiences the highest PL and APD among
all packet types for all scenarios.
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 highlight the impact of the buffer size
on the PL and APD, respectively, where we compare the
performance with L = 4 and L = 8. For (d1 , d2 ) = (2.5, 2)
(i.e. dSR > dRD ), results show that the buffer size does not
affect the PL and APD of both the DT and NDT packets
in coherence with (19) and (20). In fact, (18) shows that in
this case the buffer contains only one packet almost always
asymptotically at steady-state. As such, adding extra space in
the buffer by increasing L from 4 to 8 does not noticeably
affect the performance since this extra space is rarely occupied.
Results in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show that these findings hold
for practically all values of PM . For (d1 , d2 ) = (2, 2.5) (i.e.

(DT )

Dmut =
(m)

(1 − r)ηN DT (pN DT )
(m)

(m)

(1 − r)ηN DT (pN DT ) + ηDT (pN DT )
(m)

+

ηDT (pN DT )
(1 −

(m)
r)ηN DT (pN DT )

+

(m)
ηDT (pN DT )

!

D(N DT ) (pN DT )

!

D(DT ) (pN DT ).

(m)

(m)

(28)
(N DT )

(DT )

where the delays D
(pN DT ) and D
(pN DT ) are
given in (11) and (17), respectively.
Replacing equations (19) and (21) in (24)-(25) as well as
equations (20) and (22) in (27)-(28) shows that the asymptotic
PL and APD expressions in (19)-(22) hold in the case of
mutation as well. In other words, packet mutation maintains
the same performance levels as the no mutation scheme for
both DT and NDT packets under the high SNR regime.
Nonetheless, the benefits of packet mutation for low SNR
values will be illustrated in the next section.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
The refractive index structure constant and the attenuation
constant are set to Cn2 = 1.7 × 10−14 m−2/3 and σ = 0.44
dB/km, respectively. Unless stated otherwise, we assume that
L = 5 and pN DT = 0.3. The relay is placed along the line
joining S with D and its position is determined by the vector
(d1 , d2 ) = (dSR , dRD ) (all distances will be expressed in km).
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the PL and APD performance,
respectively, when R is closer to D where we consider the
two scenarios (d1 , d2 ) = (4, 2) and (d1 , d2 ) = (3.5, 2.5) for
a total link distance of 6 km. Results show the close match
between the theoretical and numerical results thus highlighting
on the validity of the presented performance analysis. In
particular, the exact expressions in (10), (11), (14), and (17) are
undistinguishable from the numerical results. At high SNRs,
the PL and APD curves match the asymptotic values provided
in (19) and (20), respectively. In particular, the diversity
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Fig. 5. Packet losses when R is closer to S. Solid lines correspond to
the theoretical results while the markers (with no lines) correspond to the
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Fig. 8. Impact of the buffer size on the average packet delay. Solid lines
and markers (with no lines) correspond to the cases L = 4 and L = 8,
respectively.

dSR < dRD ), results show that the PL is practically not affected
by varying L in coherence with (21). In this case, as predicted
by (22), the APD of the NDT packets does not vary with
L while the APD of the DT packets increases linearly with
L. This is demonstrated in Fig. 8 where the asymptotic DT
delay increases from 6.28 for L = 4 to 12 for L = 8, thus,
validating (22). The justifications behind these observations
are as follows. From (18), there is at most one NDT packet
in the buffer when dSR < dRD and, hence, all buffer sizes
exceeding one will impact the NDT traffic in the same way.
On the other hand, the buffer is full and congested with DT
packets according to (18). As such, an arriving low priority
DT packet will be dropped and an arriving high priority NDT
packet will trigger the drop of a DT packet. Such scenarios will
arise independently from the size of the buffer that will always
be filled at steady-state (regardless of its size). Consequently,
the PL curves of the DT packets almost overlap for L = 4
and L = 8 since the drop of four additional DT packets in
the former case will have an unremarkable impact on the
continuous packet flow. On the other hand, the longer the

queue, the more time the DT packets (whose number is either
L−1 or L from (18)) will remain in the queue, thus, negatively
impacting the DT delay.
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the impact of packet mutation for
(d1 , d2 ) = (2, 3) and β = 0, 0.4, 0.8. It is worth highlighting
that for β = 0, the relaying scheme with mutation simplifies to
the initially proposed BA priority scheme (with no mutation)
in Section III-A where the full priority is given to the NDT
packets while completely ignoring the corresponding consequences on the DT traffic. In this context, it can be observed
(N DT )
(N DT )
that setting β = 0 in (24)-(28) results in Ploss,mut = Ploss
,
(N DT )
(DT )
(DT )
(DT )
(N DT )
(DT )
and Dmut = D
Ploss,mut = Ploss , Dmut = D
since r = 1 for β = 0. As highlighted in Section III-E, the
asymptotic DT PL and APD values are not improved relative
to the no-mutation strategy. However, huge gains are observed
for DT packets in terms of delay performance for low SNR
values. This is achieved at the cost of an increase in the
delay experienced by NDT packets. For PM = 7 dB, results
in Fig. 10 show that the initially proposed relaying scheme
with no packet mutation guarantees an APD of 2.1 for the
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Fig. 9. Impact of mutation on the packet loss for (d1 , d2 ) = (2, 3). Solid
lines correspond to the theoretical results while the markers (with no lines)
correspond to the numerical results.

Fig. 10. Impact of mutation on the APD for (d1 , d2 ) = (2, 3). Solid
lines correspond to the theoretical results while the markers (with no lines)
correspond to the numerical results.

NDT packets. Assuming, for example, that the NDT traffic
can tolerate a delay up to 3, then the packet mutation strategy
can be applied with β = 0.8. From Fig. 10, this approach
increases the APD of the NDT packets from 2.1 to 2.9 while
decreasing the APD of the DT packets from 8.3 to 6.8. In
other words, the reduction in the delay of the DT packets
was achieved while maintaining the delay of the NDT packets
below the tolerated limit of 3. From Fig. 9, the PL of the
NDT packets was slightly affected by the introduced packet
mutation.

Case 1: l = 0. For an empty queue, no packet can be
transmitted to D implying that:

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel relaying/buffering
scheme suitable for full-duplex FSO communications with
NDT and DT traffics. The results obtained from both Markov
chain analysis and simulations demonstrated the ability of the
proposed priority queueing discipline to achieve lower delays
for NDT packets as compared to DT packets. This allows for
a better enforcement of QoS differentiation in the context of
BA FSO communication systems. Class of service mutation
was also introduced as a means for strategically mitigating
the effect of NDT packets on DT ones. Finally, an asymptotic
analysis highlighted on the impact of the relay placement on
the achievable diversity gains and APD values. This analysis
also showed the capability of the proposed priority-buffering
scheme in guaranteeing small delay values for the delaysensitive NDT traffic even in the presence of class of service
mutation.
A PPENDIX A
Consider a buffer of size L whose dynamics are similar to
the dynamics of the NDT packets described in Section III-A.
Denote by λ the probability of a packet arriving at the queue
and by µ = 1−q the probability of a packet leaving the queue.
Denoting by l the actual number of packets in the queue, the
following cases arise.

t0,0 = 1 − λ ; t0,1 = λ.

(29)

Case 2: l = L. For a full queue, the following transitions
are possible:
tL,L = (1 − µ) + µλ ; tL,L−1 = µ(1 − λ) , c−1 ,

(30)

where, for the calculation of tL,L , either (i): no packet can be
transmitted (with probability 1−µ) implying that no packet can
be received since the buffer remains full or (ii): a packet can
be transmitted (with probability µ) implying that an incoming
packet (with probability λ) will make the buffer full again.
With probability µ(1 − λ) one packet is transmitted while no
packet is received thus reducing the number of packets by one.
Case 3: For l 6= 0 and l 6= L, the number of packets in the
buffer can remain the same, increase by one or decrease by
one according to the following probabilities:
tl,l = µλ + (1 − µ)(1 − λ) ; tl,l−1 = µ(1 − λ) = c−1
; tl,l+1 = (1 − µ)λ , c1 . (31)
We denote by pl the probability of having l packets in the
queue at steady-state. The balance equation at the state l = 0
is given by:
λp0 = c−1 p1 ⇒

λ
r
p1
=
=
,
p0
µ(1 − λ)
1−µ

(32)

qλ
where r , (1−µ)λ
µ(1−λ) = (1−q)(1−λ) .
At l = 1, (c−1 + c1 )p1 = λp0 + c−1 p2 which, from (32),
1
results in pp21 = cc−1
= r. Similarly, the recursive application
of the balance equations for l = 2, . . . , L − 1 results in (c−1 +
c1 )pl = c−1 pl+1 + c1 pl−1 implying that:
p3
pL
p2
=
= ··· =
= r.
(33)
p1
p2
pL−1
l

r
p0 for
Combining (32) and (33) results in pl = 1−µ
l = 1, . . . , L. Following from this relation and the fact that
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Fig. 11. The random walk experienced by a DT packet at R.

PL

l=0 pl = 1 while using the geometric series sum formula
results in the solution provided in (8). Finally, observing that
a NDT packet (resp. packet of any type) arrives at the queue
with probability αN DT (resp. 1 − p) results in (9).

A PPENDIX B
In this appendix, we calculate D(DT ) , the mean waiting time
of a DT packet given that it got accepted into the relay’s queue
and it was successfully transmitted to D. Note that the latter
event is referred to in what follows as a packet service event.
D(DT ) has two components, namely one component capturing
the deterministic delay of one time slot at S, along with another
(DT )
one representing the delay at R, which we denote by DR .
(DT )
(DT )
, is
The approach used to obtain DR , and hence D
built upon the one-dimensional random walk depicted in Fig.
11, and which describes the evolution of the position of a DT
packet within the relay’s queue over time.
The different states that make up the random walk can be
interpreted as follows. We tag an arriving DT packet when it
enters the relay’s queue. The state of the tagged DT packet is
characterized by its position during the course of its residency
in the relay’s queue. Note that in the state transition diagram
portrayed in Fig. 11, two special states stand out, namely the
states of 0 and L+1. By convention, a state of 0 for the tagged
DT packet means that the packet got served (i.e., is sent to
D). Moreover, the random walk reaches the absorbing state
L + 1, when the tagged DT packet is pushed out of the relay’s
queue by the subsequently arriving NDT packets, leading thus
to a DT packet loss event. If upon arrival at R, the tagged DT
packet finds i NDT packets and j DT packets in the queue,
then the random walk starts at state i + j + 1.
Clearly, the position of the tagged DT packet is only affected
by the arrival of NDT packets. Given that at most one NDT
packet can be received per time slot, transitions between
adjacent states of the considered random walk are governed
by the following three cases. Case 1: The tagged DT packet
moves forward in the queue, if no NDT packet is received and
the packet at the front of the relay’s queue gets served. Case
2: The tagged DT packet moves backwards in the queue, if
a NDT packet is received and the front packet is not served.
Case 3: The tagged DT packet maintains the same position if
(i): neither an NDT packet arrives at R nor a departure to D
occurs or (ii): an NDT packet arrives at R and the front packet
gets served.
Let Pi→j be the single step transition probability from
position i to position j of the considered random walk. The
transition probabilities corresponding to the three above listed
cases can be found as follows, for 2 ≤ i ≤ L. Case 1:
Pi→i−1 = (1 − αN DT )(1 − q). Case 2: Pi→i+1 = qαN DT .

Case 3: Pi→i = q(1−αN DT )+(1−q)αN DT . Note that for the
special case of i = 1, we have P1→2 = qαN DT , P1→0 = 1−q
and P1→1 = 1 − P1→0 − P1→2 .
The previously obtained transition probabilities can be used
to construct the state transition matrix of the considered
random walk and that we denote by P(L+2)×(L+2) . This
matrix is of particular interest as it will be instrumental in
finding the mean waiting time of a tagged DT packet that
(DT )
enters the relay’s queue and gets served; that is, DR .
This objective can be achieved by deriving the mean time
to absorption into the state 0 of the random walk. The latter
metric represents the average number of time slots required
by the tagged DT packet to reach the absorbing state 0 and go
thus into service. Through a simple rearrangement of the states
in P to have all L transient states of the random walk (namely,
the ones corresponding to states 1 through L) precede the two
absorbing states 0 and L+1, P would take the following form:

P(L+2)×(L+2) =



QL×L
02×L

RL×2
I2×2



,

(34)

where I2×2 is a 2 × 2 identity matrix, 02×L is a 2 × L matrix
whose components are all equal to 0, QL×L is a L × L matrix
capturing the transitions among the transient states, and RL×2
is a matrix reflecting the transitions between transient and
absorbing states of the random walk. The fact that the last
two rows/columns of the P matrix are reserved for the two
absorbing states 0 and L + 1 justifies the existence of the I2×2
and 02×L matrices in the lower part of P.
It is well known that, in the context of an absorbing random
walk having a finite number of states, the matrix IL×L −QL×L
is invertible [26]. Given the transition probabilities shown
in Fig. 11, IL×L − QL×L is a tridiagonal matrix with the
following elements: (I − Q)i,i+1 = −qαN DT , (I − Q)i,i−1 =
−(1 − q)(1 − αN DT ), (I − Q)1,1 = 1 − q(1 − αN DT ),
(I − Q)i,i = 1 − q(1 − αN DT ) − (1 − q)αN DT for i 6= 1, and
(I − Q)i,j = 0 for |i − j| > 1.
SL×L = (IL×L − QL×L )−1 is referred to as the fundamental matrix and its (i,j)-th element, sij , represents the expected
number of time slots the random walk is in transient state j
starting initially from the transient state i. This renders SL×L
central in computing one of the fundamental performance metrics in our analysis, in particular, the mean time to absorption
into state 0. Owing to the fact that IL×L −QL×L is tridiagonal
and as stipulated in [27] where a formula for the inverse of a
general tridiagonal matrix is provided, sij can be determined
as follows:
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Fig. 12. An embedded Markov chain model of the random walk experienced by a DT packet at R.

sij =







(qαN DT )j−i θi−1 φj+1
,
θL
θi−1 φj+1
,
θL
((1−q)(1−αN DT ))i−j θj−1 φi+1
θL

if i < j
if i = j ,

(35)

if i > j

where θi satisfies the recurrence relation: θi = (1 − q(1 −
αN DT )− (1 − q)αN DT )θi−1 − qαN DT (1 − q)(1 − αN DT )θi−2
for 2 ≤ i ≤ L, with the initial conditions θ0 = 1 and
θ1 = 1 − q(1 − αN DT ). In addition, φi follows the recurrence
relation: φi = (1 − q(1 − αN DT ) − (1 − q)αN DT )φi+1 −
qαN DT (1 − q)(1 − αN DT )φi+2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ L − 1, with the
initial conditions φL+1 = 1 and φL = 1 − q(1 − αN DT )− (1 −
q)αN DT . Developing a closed form expression for θi and φi
based on their associated recurrence relations is out of reach.
However, it is still possible to find θi and φi , and hence sij , by
exploiting the following observation. In fact, according to the
guidelines given in [26], the so-called absorption probability
matrix AL×2 , whose elements represent the probability of
ending up in one of the two absorbing states, can be obtained
as follows:
AL×2 = SL×L × RL×2 .
(36)
Note that the (i,j)-th element of matrix A, that we denote
by aij , is the probability of getting absorbed into absorbing
state j ∈ {0, L + 1} coming from transient state i. As such,
ai0 for i = 1, . . . , L, gives the probability that our tagged
DT packet goes into service (i.e., reaches absorbing state 0
of the random walk), starting from transient state i. Similarly,
ai,L+1 = 1 − ai0 for i = 1, . . . , L represents the probability
that the DT packet gets pushed out of the relay’s queue. Note
that both ai0 and sij are needed to compute the mean waiting
time at R of a DT packet that gets served. Given that our aim
is to find a closed form expression for the latter quantity, it is
necessary to find one for ai0 and sij as well. In the sequel,
we derive first an expression for ai0 , which we then use to
come up with a closed form expression for sij , based on Eq.
(36).
To evaluate ai0 , an embedded Markov chain model of the
random walk given in Fig. 11 is considered. The embedding points of time are those at which an actual transition
out of a state occurs. This enables us to remove the selfloops from the original Markov chain model of the random
walk, simplifying thus the analysis. When constructing the
embedded Markov chain, the transition probability Pi→j is
Pi→j
[26]. Letting, for 2 ≤ i ≤ L, u =
replaced by 1−P
i→i
Pi→i+1
qαN DT
P1→2
′
1−Pi→i = qαN DT +(1−αN DT )(1−q) , v = 1 − u, u = 1−P1→1 =
qαN DT
′
′
qαN DT +1−q , and v = 1 − u , we get the embedded Markov
chain model of the random walk that is given in Fig. 12.
This results in a special type of random walk that commonly
arises in the context of the classical gambler’s ruin problem
[28]. In the context of our considered problem, a tagged DT

packet wins if it goes into service, that is, it reaches absorbing
state 0 of the random walk. Based on this observation, a DT
packet starting from position i in the relay’s queue wins the
game with a probability equal to ai0 . Given the structure of
the embedded Markov chain depicted in Fig. 12, it is clear
that ai0 satisfies the following recurrence relation:
 ′
u a20 + v ′ ,
if i = 1
ai0 =
,
(37)
uai+1,0 + vai−1,0 if 2 ≤ i ≤ L
with ai0 = 1 for i = 0 and ai0 = 0 for i = L+1. Solving (37),
using an adapted version of the classical solutions delineated
in [28], yields for 1 ≤ i ≤ L + 1:
(1 − q)i (1 − αN DT )i−1
×
L+1
q L αN DT − (1 − q)L+1 (1 − αN DT )L

L−i+1
q L−i+1 αL−i+1
(1 − αN DT )L−i+1 .
N DT − (1 − q)

ai0 =

(38)

Having obtained ai0 (and ai,L+1 = 1 − ai0 ) and following
from the relation given in Eq. (36) while capitalizing on the
fact that the R matrix has only two non-zero elements, namely
R1,0 = 1 − q and RL,L+1 = qαN DT , we get the following
expression for sij :

sij =





(qαN DT )j−1 ai,L+1 aj,0
a1,L+1 (1−q)j (1−αN DT )j−1 ,
(qαN DT )j−1 aj,L+1 ai,0
a1,L+1 (1−q)j (1−αN DT )j−1

if i ≤ j
if i > j

,

(39)

Armed with Eqs. (38) and (39), we proceed to calculating
(DT )
DR
next. Let Nij be a random variable representing the
number of visits to state j beginning from state i. As stated
previously, given that sij is the expected number of visits to
state j starting from transient state i, it follows that E [Nij ] =
sij . However, our objective is to find the expected value of Nij
given that the random walk reaches absorbing state 0. So, let
G(i) be the event that the random walk gets absorbed into state
0 coming from transient state i. Recall that Pr [G(i)] = ai0 .
Therefore, the quantity of interest can be calculated as follows:
E [Nij |G(i)] =
=

∞
X

k=0
∞
X
k=0

kPr [Nij = k|G(i)]
k

Pr [Nij = k, G(i)]
.
ai0

(40)

Let fij be the probability of ever visiting state j coming
from state i. As discussed in [26], fij can be expressed as a
function of sij as follows:
fii = 1 −

sij
1
; fij =
for i 6= j.
sii
sjj

(41)

fij can be used to find Pr [Nij = k, G(i)] as follows. In
point of fact, the event (Nij = k, G(i)) denotes the event of
visiting k times state j beginning from transient state i, before
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absorption into state 0. This reduces to moving from state i
to state j, then moving from state j back to state j (k − 1)
times, before going into absorbing state 0 without visiting state
j again. This translates into the following relation:
k−1
Pr [Nij = k, G(i)] = fij × fjj
× (1 − fjj ) × aj0 .

(42)

By substituting (42) into (40), we get after some straightforward manipulations:
1
= sii ,
1 − fii
fij aj0
aj0 sij
E [Nij |G(i)] =
for i 6= j.
=
ai0 (1 − fjj )
ai0

E [Nii |G(i)] =

(43)
(44)

Based on the quantities given above, the expected number of
steps performed starting
P from state i before absorption is given
by: E [Ni |G(i)] = L
j=1 E [Nij |G(i)]. Therefore, it becomes
possible to find the mean waiting time of a DT packet at R
given that it entered the queue (probability of that event is
(tot)
1 − qπL ) and got served as follows:
(DT )

DR

=

1
(tot)

1 − qπL

L h
X
(tot)
((q − 1)δ(i − 1) + 1)πi−1 +
i=1

(tot)

(1 − q)πi

i

E [Ni |G(i)] , (45)

where the denominator represents the probability that a DT
packet enters the relay’s queue, δ(i − 1) is the function
that
is equal to 0 if i = 1 and to 1 otherwise,
and the
h
i
(tot)
(tot)
((q − 1)δ(i − 1) + 1)πi−1 + (1 − q)πi
quantity in the
numerator is the probability that an admitted DT packet starts
its random walk from position i in the relay’s queue. By adding
the deterministic delay of one time slot to (45), we get the
expression for D(DT ) in (17).
A PPENDIX C
Consider first the case p > q. Ignoring all terms that are
multiplied by q while approximating 1 − q with 1, we focus
on the states {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)}. From case 1 in Section
III-B, the nonzero transition probabilities from the state (0, 0)
are: t(0,0),(0,0) → 1 − αN DT − αDT , t(0,0),(0,1) → αN DT and
t(0,0),(1,0) → αDT . From case 4 in Section III-B, t(0,1),(0,0) →
1 − αN DT − αDT , t(0,1),(0,1) → αN DT and t(0,1),(1,0) → αDT
while all other transition probabilities from the state (0, 1) tend
to zero. Finally, from case 5 in Section III-B, the possible
transitions are t(1,0),(0,0) → 1 − αN DT − αDT , t(1,0),(0,1) →
αN DT and t(1,0),(1,0) → αDT .
The
above
analysis
implies
that
the
states
{(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)} form a closed subset where,
asymptotically, no transitions are possible from any state in
this set to any state outside the set [26, Sec. 9.5]. Therefore,
the probability to be in this set will tend to one where, after a
certain number of transitions, the Markov chain will move to
this set without the capability of leaving it since the transition
probabilities out of this set all tend to zero. Therefore,
π0,0 + π0,1 + π1,0 → 1. Solving this equation along with the
balance equation results in: π0,0 → 1−αN DT −αDT = p → 0,
π0,1 → αN DT = (1 − p)pN DT → pN DT and
π1,0 → αDT = (1 − p)(1 − pN DT ) → 1 − pN DT .

Similarly, for the case p < q, we will prove that the states
{(L, 0), (L − 1, 1)} form a closed subset. From case 3 in
Section III-B, t(L,0),(L,0) = 1 − pN DT and t(L,0),(L−1,1) =
pN DT . Similarly, from case 6 in Section III-B, t(L−1,1),(L,0) =
1 − pN DT and t(L−1,1),(L−1,1) = pN DT . The above relations
imply that πL,0 = 1 − pN DT and πL−1,1 = pN DT completing
the proof.
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